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Abstract
The integration of artificial intelligence (AI) throughout the economy makes the ethical
risks it poses a mainstream concern beyond technology circles. Building on their
growing role bringing greater transparency to climate risk, institutional investors can
play a constructive role in advancing the responsible evolution of AI by demanding
more rigorous analysis and disclosure of ethical risks.
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In its most recent public filings to the United States Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC), Microsoft Corporation (2020) alerted investors to risks from its growing artificial
intelligence business. The company’s September 2019 10-Q filing warned: “AI algorithms
may be flawed. Datasets may be insufficient or contain biased information. Inappropriate or
controversial data practices by Microsoft or others could impair the acceptance of AI
solutions.... Some AI scenarios present ethical issues. If we enable or offer AI solutions that
are controversial because of their impact on human rights, privacy, employment, or other
social issues, we may experience brand or reputational harm” (2019). These disclosures
mark a meaningful step forward in bringing AI ethics from the academy and advocacy and
into themainstream of themarketplace. Andwhile flagging risks to investors is not the same
as the market rewarding companies for the ethical quality of their development, application,
and commercialization of AI, it can helpmake emerging technologies and business practices
powered by AI more accountable to investors and the public.

Since 2005, the SEC has required companies issuing shares to the public to disclose risks
(Election Code of Federal Regulation 2020). Firms must “disclose material factors that may
adversely affect the issuers business, operations, industry or financial position, or its future
firm performance” (Filzen, McBrayer, and Shannon, 2016). For example, a pharmaceutical
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company’s filingmight discuss growing competition fromgeneric drugmanufacturerswhile
a financial services firmmight discuss the impact of regulatory changes and associated costs
on the business. Access to good information is an essential part of efficient markets. In
economics, the ideal state is when consumers and producers have perfect knowledge about
price, quality, and other factors affecting decision-making. While individual investors have
access to considerable information, it is institutional investors, the investment funds,
insurance companies, and pension funds with more than $100 trillion under management
globally, who have the means to track, analyze, and react to the vast quantity of data
available today (Segal 2018). A study by finance professors Field and Lowry (2005) found
that institutional investors make better use of publicly available information than individual
investors (2006).

In theory, greater transparency about risks should improve investors’ situational aware-
ness and their ability to make sound decisions but in practice disclosures often fall short of
the mark. An analysis by the Investor Responsibility Research Center Institute said that risk
factor disclosures by large companies “do not provide clear, concise and insightful infor-
mation…are not tailored to the specific company…[and] tend to represent a listing of
generic risks, with little to help investors distinguish between the relative importance of
each risk to the company” (2020). Indeed, one of Microsoft’s leading competitors in AI
summed up their risk factors in their quarterly filing crisply: “Our operations and financial
results are subject to various risks and uncertainties…which could adversely affect our
business, financial condition, results of operations, cash flows, and the trading price of our
common and capital stock” (Alphabet Inc, 2019).

However imperfect, institutional investors can use their influence to bring greater
transparency to AI in two ways: pushing regulators to demand more disclosure by
public companies and assessing the ethical AI fitness of companies in their portfolio
who have materially significant stakes as AI developers or consumers. The evolving
role of institutional investors in climate change is instructive. First, climate risk is a core
business concern for funds. “The prices of the assets we buy as an investor, and the
degree to which these prices reflect climate risk, affect the fund’s financial risk,” noted
Norway’s Government Pension Fund, a climate risk hawk among large funds (Olsen
and Grande 2019). In addition, strong corporate performance on climate change is often
an indicator of shareholder-friendly efficiency and sound management and governance.

In 2007, American and European investors managing $1.5 trillion in assets joined a
coalition calling on the SEC to require companies to assess and publicly disclose their
financial risk related to climate change. “Climate change can affect corporate perfor-
mance in ways ranging from physical damage to facilities and increased costs of
regulatory compliance, to opportunities in global markets for climate-friendly products
or services that emit little or no global warming pollution,” the coalition argued. “Those
risks fall squarely into the category of material information that companies must
disclose under existing law to give shareholders a full and fair picture of corporate
performance and operations” (Environmental Defense Fund 2007).

A few years later, several of the world’s largest funds began to formally factor
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) matters in some investment decisions.
While ESG investing has its limitations for both institutional investors (OECD 2017)
and for tackling the relevant concerns (Rennison 2019), it has become an important
vehicle to put capital behind business practices aligned with the public interest (Eccles
2019). In addition, loose principles in the early years of ESG have evolved into more
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robust metrics and standards (Edgecliffe-Johnson, Nauman, and Tett 2020). For exam-
ple, powerful investors, including billionaire Michael Bloomberg, and others recently
kicked off an effort examining the physical, liability, and transition risks of climate
change as part of establishing voluntary climate-related financial risk disclosure stan-
dards (Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 2020).

Institutional investors did not wait for climate law and regulation to settle and scale before
seizing opportunities and asserting influence. A combination of hard law and regulation,
non-legislative soft law, and climate ethics shaped by evolving consumer sentiment, political
consensus, and social norms provided sufficient guidance and grounding. Similarly, the
emerging consensus in AI ethics around transparency, justice and fairness, non-maleficence,
responsibility, and privacy can provide a guidon to investors addressing AI concerns (Jobin,
Inca, and Vayena 2019). Indeed, as scholars such as Gary Marchant have noted, the slow
pace of legal and regulatory change in technology matters has created a void best filled by
soft law tools such as professional guidelines, private standards, codes of conduct, and best
practice (2019). Indeed, as key players in the economy, institutional investors could give the
ethical AI field some essential oomph. As leading AI ethicist, Virginia Dignum notes:
“Engineers are those that ultimately will implement AI to meet ethical principles and human
values, but it is policy makers, regulators and society in general that can set and enforce the
purpose” (2019).

Consider emotion recognition services that use algorithms to analyze facial features
and make inferences about mood and behavior (Jee 2019). This growing segment of the
AI market, worth more than $20 billion and put to use in areas ranging from workplace
hiring to law enforcement, poses several ethical challenges including:

– weak scientific foundations, with one recent review of more than 1000 scientific
papers finding very little evidence that facial expressions alone can predict how
someone is feeling (Chen 2019);

– concerns that racial and gender bias will exacerbate existing disparities (Rhue
2019); and

– it replaces human judgment and being used without appropriate human oversight
(Qumodo Ltd. 2019).

For firms offering such services, material concerns that could fall under risk disclosure
requirements include:

– biased data and shaky science undermining the quality of and confidence in
products leading to declining sales and market share;

– controversial applications affecting public interest concerns such as employment
discrimination and abusive policing leading to greater regulatory and public
relations costs; and

– the confluence of business headwinds, public resistance, and technical vulnerabilities
eroding market confidence and triggering a long winter or collapse of the sector.

Customers of these services face their own risks worthy of disclosure. They include:
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– harmful AI infecting the quality and reputation of core products and services
leading to increased litigation risk, declining sales and market share, and unex-
pected mitigation costs;

– damage to the corporate brand, including its brand valuation juices share price, and
relationship with customers, stakeholders, and the public; and

– productivity loss from toxic AI polluting critical operations such as talent man-
agement or a negative experience in one application of AI slowing or stopping
other AI efforts that offer material benefits.

Just as changes in climate change thinking and analytics moved influential market
players to act, the evolving state of the art in AI ethics can help institutional investors
probe beyond disclosures in public filings (Moss 2019). First, strong ethical AI
performance can be an indicator for a strong and well-managed enterprise generally,
and weak performance a warning sign for more fundamental challenges that could hurt
shareholders. Furthermore, the well-established body of knowledge about algorithmic
bias gives analysts a strong foundation to test the material ethical risks of companies
buying and selling machine learning products and services in areas as diverse as human
resources, health care, and consumer banking (Raghavan et al., 2019). Companies
forthcoming about the limitations of training data, bias in services and products, and
steps they are taking to mitigate harm are more likely to pose fewer risks while those
denying data vulnerabilities or ethical soft spots should be viewed skeptically. Investors
will be able to develop deeper layers of inquiry on risk, financial performance, and
other priorities as the fairness, accountability, and transparency field expands beyond
technical matters such as explainability and interpretability to include rigorous treat-
ment of the real world use and the social and organizational impact of AI (Sendak et al.,
2020). In addition, greater scrutiny given to the limits of AI in sensitive sectors such as
health care can help investors avoid exposure to overblown claims that harm people,
damage companies, and destroy shareholder value (Szabo 2019).

In sum, while institutional investors’ involvement in AI ethics is no balm to the
havoc rogue AI can cause, they can be constructive allies in the push to align the power
of technology and the public interest. Whether putting money behind ethical perfor-
mance yields returns that sustain their interest depends on pressure from and decisions
by developers, regulators, and consumers who drive AI’s course.
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